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MOLDING THE FUTURE
The Story of Gael Force

Gael Force is a non-profit organization based out of Clinton
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Massachusetts. The team consists of students of Clinton High
School, FIRST mentors and engineers from Nypro, the
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community, and beyond the Clinton community. The mission of
Gael Force is: To create a hands-on positive learning
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experience through science and technology for the youth of
the Clinton Public School System.
In order to create a positive hands-on learning experience
through science and technology for the youth of the Clinton
High School system we build a competition robot during a sixweek build season to complete a specific game challenge
each year. Each year, March through April, we compete at
district events as well as at the championship competition.
After the official FIRST season is over the team also competes
at off season competitions and further develops team
resources (i.e. programming, prototyping, fundraising, and
community outreach).
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A NEWBIE PERSPECTIVE
Melina, Student on Gael Force

Being one of the 'not that smart kids' I've always
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thought that I couldn’t be a part of the FIRST
robotics team. I thought the people who were on the
team had to be incredibly smart, be good at math,
and so many other factors but really, it’s nothing
that I would have imagined. So far, in the FIRST
robotics program we've made mockups for our
robot. When I had made my (second) mockup, I felt
that the idea, which was to add suction cups to the
fingers of the robot, was a pretty simple but
effective concept.

A VETERAN'S PERSPECTIVE
Smeet, Student on Gael Force
'INSPIRING STUDENTS TO
THINK CRITICALLY,
EXPERIMENT OPENLY,
ACHIEVE GOALS, AND FIND
THEIR PASSIONS. WE
STRIVE TO DRIVE CHANGE
BY GETTING INVOLVED.”
- Jorge Martinez Sr., Lead Mentor

Four years quickly dashed behind me, as I now
unexpectedly find myself a senior in FIRST
Robotics. I've met and engaged with wonderful
people, seizing opportunities that I wouldn't find
elsewhere. While it is my fourth year, it seems that
new situations seem to arise. For the first time in 28
years, robotics has been moved to the high school.
The merger of both the school and industrial
environment of robotics has led to new experiences,
and and the unique chance to recruit many new
students. I look forward to take on the year in this
new world, while also having the ability to
collaborate with new faces!

WEEK 2: PROTOTYPES, BUSINESS
PARTNERSHIPS, AND AWARDS, OH MY!
Jacob W., Student on Gael Force
Team 126 is currently in the process of turning mock ups into prototypes. This year
has been different from years past as the high school offers a big computer lab for
students to learn CAD basics using the online software OnShape. Many teams have
utilized CAD for their prototypes but there are still some groups who prefer to make a
physical working product of their prototypes. Students have split off into groups,
working with mentors to make their creations come to life.

In addition to prototypes, students are being trained on VCarve, the CNC design
software. Students have come up with their own designs and learned just how easy
it is to use the CNC Router. The team has also started making some essential parts
such as T Gussets.
In addition to all of the technical aspects of the program, the team has started pursuing
business partnerships. This year, Gael Force has been trying to improve on
outreaching to the community. In previous years, students would call local businesses
and ask if they would like to donate and they would never hear from us again but this
year students our going out to these business in person to connect first with the
community. With this new approach, the team hopes to show the Clinton community
what FIRST is all about.
Another non-technical aspect of the team is writing and awards. People have been
working on several awards; the Woody Flowers Award (named after the first winner,
Dr. Flowers, MIT professor) which celebrates an outstanding mentor on the team, and
the Chairman's Award which celebrates everything teams do outside of building a
robot.

We've been busy this week, that's for sure!

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Charles McGinn

Q: How many years have you been on the team?
A: I’ve been on the team for four years
Q: How did you hear of FIRST Robotics?
A: I heard about FIRST Robotics in the 7th grade
when my math teacher would show us the
competitions, and though we would sometimes miss a
lesson, we would never miss those competitions. It
was just so exciting because we got to see engineers
in action building robots that will go on the field.
Q: If you could describe team 126 in three words,
what would they be?
A: Family, strength, and community
Q: What career would you want to persue and how
did being in FIRST change it if it did?
A: Before FIRST, all throughout middle school I
wanted to be an architect. That was because I never
really knew about engineers and what they did.
Robotics brought something different to the table,
FIRST showed me that engineers can be something
different. Engineers can work with their hands, they
can be creative. They can design things and see it
come before them. They don’t have to wait for a
blueprint to print then go to scale. They can see it
come to action before their eyes. They can create it
themselves, they can test it themselves. That is why I
wanted to become an engineer.
Q: What would you want to say to kids who would
want to be interested in FIRST?
A: To anyone who wants to join Gael Force, or any
other team just do it. Just try it. There’s no risk, but
theres so much reward.

MENTOR SPOTLIGHT
Jorge Martinez Jr.

Q: How many years have you been a mentor for
Team 126?
A:This is my second official year as a mentor
Q: If you could describe team 126 in three words,
what would they be?
A: Community, creativity, and empowerment
Q: Would you have invisioned yourself being a
mentor when you were a student?
A: The answer to that is a definite no. It has a lot do
with how my actual highschool experience went down
with FIRST. I was suspended from going to any
competitions my senior year and walking away from
that, I promised myself that I would never go back.
Q: What is your reasoning for being a mentor?
A: People like to think that life's just this pretty picture
when its not. You’re gonna have challenges and that’s
why I tell you guys that you're gonna fail but what
matters is you are going to be able to be strong
enough and find the best path for you. That’s what you
want to do. I believe that everyone can do it, they just
need guidence.
Q: When you came back last year, what was one
thing that you wanted to accomplish?
A: When I came back last year, I don’t think there was
a single bone in my body that didn’t want to be coach.
I wanted it so badly. Luckily, the position was open
and I studied those rules very, very, intensely to make
sure that I was going to be the best candidate for the
job.
Q: Who or what inspires you to stay in the
program?
A: Being able to lead students. Being able to lead
them through experiences last year and teach them
life lessons along the way made me never want to
leave this program. Never.

FUNDRAISING
Molly, Student on Gael Force

KEEP AND EYE OUT FOR:

Fundraising is an important part of our

Our Schedule:

team and every member does their part to

Weekdays 2:30PM-8:00PM

contribute. This year we are continuing to

Weekends 9:00AM- 1:00PM

sell raffle tickets for $2 each for the

CHS, Technology Wing

chance to win either a 55” Samsung
Smart HDTV (1st prize) or a 50” Samsung
Smart HDTV (2nd prize). If you are

Saturday Speaker:

interested in entering the raffle, please

Saturday, January 26, 2019

see any Gael Force team member to
purchase a ticket. UPDATE: The drawing
will be on January 30, and all proceeds

12:00pm, noon

CHS Auditorium

will directly benefit the CHS Robotics
team.

CHS Open House

If you would like to support a Gael Force

Wednesday, January 30, 2019

student but don't know how, contact us

6:00pm-8:00pm

at FRCTeam126@gmail.com

Clinton High School

2019 Events
New England District Events:

FIRST Championship:

Southern NH -Week 3: March 16 & 17, 2019
Bedford, NH

Detroit -Week 9: April 24-28, 2019
Detroit, MI

Central MA- Week 5: March 30 & 31, 2019
Shrewsbury, MA

THANK YOU 2019 SPONSORS
Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze
Jim Hastings

Daisy Bug Daycare

Kevin Carrigan

dtm Associates

Empire Equipment Sales

Hair Matters

The Naughton Committee

J. Bates & Son, LLC

Clinton Lodge of Elks #1306

Looking Glass

Evolution Properties

The Alzapeidi Family

J.R. Grady & Sons, Inc.

Thomas & Sandra O'Connell

James & Joan Underdown

Tom Haemer and Family

Linda Mc'Geehan

Leominster Credit Union

Spruce Street Tavern

Thurston House

Whitney Brothers Oil

Clinton Board of Selectmen

T-Shirts sales
Charles M. Moran Plumbing & Heating
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